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Spring 2019 

Children’s Vegetable Garden Program 

March 30, 2019 

 

Agenda 5 

Instructors 
Please go over together with all the children. 

 

Friendly Reminders for Children, Parents and Volunteers: 
 Did everyone review this week’s agenda before coming to the garden this morning? 

 Everyone sign in?  Don’t forget to sign out too?  We also need a few more pre-evaluations 

that need to be completed. 

 Keep bringing appropriate material to feed our compost pile and place it in the designated 

place. 

 Help keep your plot, section walkways and the entire garden free of weeds, trash, rocks, 

etc. 

 Handle your plants and seeds carefully when planting also while removing bad leaves and 

insects. 

 With a four tine cultivator, scratch up the soil to a depth of 4 inches inside your plot where 

there is nothing planted and at least six inches away from anything that has been 

planted. This will help minimize the caking of the soil and help with soil drainage and 

watering. Remember, we are not tilling or digging deep into the soil.  Plots should look 

nice and leveled with no craters.  Some of the plots STILL have a few low 

spots and irrigation lines covered with soil. 

Please get with Mr. John on the rocks and material that we screen that should not be 

added back to our compost pile as what to do with it, since its making it harder to 

screen.  

 Flag any fire ant activity throughout the garden and your Section Leaders will treat them at 

the end of today’s session.  Please remove the flags after the mounds have been treated. 

 

How Do Your Plants Look? 

 Check off the box upon completion 

□ ‘Green Magic’ Broccoli: 

Make sure your plants are nice and straight as there are still some plants that need to be “dirted-

up” on their main stem. 

Water your plant in real good, but do not get the foliage wet. 

Fertilize each plant with a quarter-gallon of liquid Hasta Gro fertilizer. 

Gently and slowly drench all your plants leaves with Spinosad.  This is an expensive product, so 

let’s use it wisely. 
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□ ‘HM 8849’ and ‘Ruby Crush’ Tomatoes: 

Cut off any stems/leaves that might be touching the soil. 

If your top snapped off any of your plants, cut it off. 

Water your plant in real good, but do not get the foliage wet. 

Fertilize each plant with a half-gallon of liquid Hasta Gro fertilizer. 

Gently drench all your plants leaves with Spinosad.  This is an expensive product, so let’s use it 

wisely. 

Make sure to properly re-wrap your cloths nice and tight on their cages and in the right direction. 

 

□ ‘Carpet Mix’ Petunias:  

Double check that all your plants are planted deep and firmed in real well and make certain peat 

pots are not visible. The weekly water team has been spending quite some time this week replant 

a lot of these plants correctly. 

Water your plant in real good and slowly, but do not get the foliage wet. 

Fertilize each plant with a quarter-gallon of liquid Hasta Gro fertilizer. 

 

□ ‘Tempest’ Yellow Squash and ‘Tigress’ Zucchini Squash:  

Any of these seeds come up yet? 

If not, they should all be up by next Saturday in which we will re-seed any that haven’t. 

 

                       Today’s Plantings! 
Your plot is divided into 4 mini-plots that measure 6’10”. 

 

Use Plot #14 (The Example Plot) as a guideline in which the Instructors/Volunteers meet every 

morning to plan the day and plant. 

- Remember to handle plants and seeds carefully at all times. 

- Use the irrigation on/off valve located at the front of your plot as a guideline.  

□ Handle plants with much care, particularly how they are taken out of their containers and 

placed in their planting hole.  We do not want to disturb or damage their root system. 

□ ‘Provider Snap Bean’ Bush: Mini Plot 2 

https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/beans/provider-organic-bean-seed-

10G.html?cgid=beans#sz=18&start=37 

 
Three rows of beans seeds will be sown in Mini plot 2 to the left of the outer rim of your first 

tomato cage. 

Apply one full cup of Espoma granulated fertilizer to this allocated planting area and very lightly 

scratch it in.   

It’s best to lay out all the seeds first in each section for proper spacing before any seeds get 

planted. 

 

Proceed 18 inches away from the middle of the outer rim of your first tomato cage.  This is 

where your first role of green beans will be planted.  Mark this area with some identification 

bamboo stakes. 

 

https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/beans/provider-organic-bean-seed-10G.html?cgid=beans#sz=18&start=37
https://www.johnnyseeds.com/vegetables/beans/provider-organic-bean-seed-10G.html?cgid=beans#sz=18&start=37
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This will be the first row to direct seed the first group of 15 seeds.  Each seed should be planted 

2-3 inches apart and about an inch below the soil surface.  The other two rows should be spaced 

8 inches apart from one another and planted the same as the first row. 

Check again after they have been watered to see if they need to be 

lightly pressed back in. 
Don’t forget to put out your one plant tag. 

 

□ ‘Sweet Slice’ Cucumber: Mini Plot 4 

The cucumber transplants are located underneath the large Cedar elm tree.  Take caution in 

separating the plants from the flat; the cucumber plants bruise easily.  Water the plants before 

planting. 

 

Locate the middle of your cucumber trellis and make sure that the planting area is completely 

free of weeds and debris.   
 
Apply one cup of granulated Espoma Organic Granulated Fertilizer to the front and middle part 

of your support trellis. When returning bags of fertilizer to the main tool 

shed or using throughout the garden, please keep the bag firmly 

sealed as well.  Refrain from having too many bags opened at once. 
 

Plant one plant 2 inches away from the middle of your trellis with the longest part of the plant 

toward the trellis.  Plant the cucumber even with the soil line and firm the soil in-and-around the 

plant.   Use a support stake to train the plant toward the trellis.  

 

Proceed by slowly watering your plant in with the water can.  None of its root system should be 

visible after watering it in a couple of times. 

 

Fertilize your plant with a quarter-gallon of liquid Hasta Gro fertilizer. 

 

Don’t forget to put out your plant tag. 

 

 

  Special Project Assignments 

All of the Section/Team through the Guidance of their Gardening Leaders should come together 

as one to get these assignments accomplished before leaving this morning. 

 

Section 1 (Plots 1 -6): Weed inside and outside all the raised beds between the large mesquite 

tree and fig tree.  Water all of the beds real good after completing these tasks.   In the area of 

Louisiana Shallots, cut off all bloom spikes off the plants and dispose them in the compost pile. 

 

Section 2 (Plots 7 -13): Weed inside and outside the beds down the middle of the garden.  Water 

these beds and the beds near the Sunday House real good after completing this task.  

 

Section 3 (Plots 14-20): Do the required chores needed for the example plot (plot #14).  Weed in 

and around the blackberry beds (including digging out any tree saplings) and underneath the 

green shade cloth area with benches. Water the beds real good after completing this task.  
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Section 4 (Plots 21-27), Sections 5 (Plots 28-33) and 6 (Plots 34 -39): The formal spinach beds 

near S5 and S6 have been prep and are ready for planting.  

 

This is what will be planted today in the six beds. 

All plants are underneath the Cedar elm tree next to the Sunday House. 

 

Bed one closest to the blackberry bed. 

Plant three rows consisting of five Bronze leaf rose begonias each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Bed two going toward the Sunday House. 

Plant four rows consisting of ten Dreamland zinnias each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Bed three going toward the Sunday House. 

Plant three rows consisting of six to seven Cowpen/Butter daisies each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Bed four going toward the Sunday House. 

Plant three rows consisting of six to seven Cowpen/Butter daisies each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Bed five going toward the Sunday House. 

Plant four rows consisting of ten Dreamland zinnias each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Bed six closest to the Sunday House. 

Plant three rows consisting of five Bronze leaf red begonias each. 

Evenly space out the plants.   

 

Water all plants in real well after plantings. 

 

 

Section 8 (Plots 45 -51) & Section 9 (Plots 52-58): First thing in the morning, turn on the 

irrigation on S1 – S4 beds as well as the two beds across your Section with bluebonnets and 

poppies (Make sure it’s turned off before leaving the garden).  Tomato trials will be conducted 

this coming week in S5-S10 beds.  So top them off with compost as they will be tilled first thing 

Monday. Don’t worry too much about screening (course material). 
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Water Management 
Do not rely on the Irrigation System to water your newly planted transplants 

□ Be very observant of drainage in your plot and section.  A grubbing hole or a rod may be 

needed if water is not draining well in or outside your plot.  Walkways may need some trenching 

to move the water out of your plot or section. 

□ Become familiar with the irrigation system.  Make sure your irrigation lines 

are not clogged; it’s very hard to water a plant with no water.  Instructor:  

show the children how to unclog them with a paperclip.  Without getting anyone 

wet, water your planting area with low pressure for about 10-15 minutes.   

□ Do not flood plots on walk-ways.  If the plots start flooding, let them drain a 

little, then proceed in watering again. 
 

Before you leave:  
Please, don’t return any dirty tools or water cans to the tool shed.  It’s 

everyone’s responsibility to keep that area clean and swept.   
 Are you completely finished?  Has your instructor or mentor walked your plot and section?   

 Is your plot free of weeds, trash and rocks? 

 Are all your plants watered? 

 Are your tools clean and stored neatly in the tool shed? 

□ Homework Assignment:  Start comparing what we are planting to the grocery store produce 

section in regards of the size that the farmer is shipping to market, I.E. squash, zucchini, etc. 

Prices too… 

 
 

David Rodriguez, 
Bexar County Extension Agent – Horticulture 

dhrodriguez@ag.tamu.edu 


